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The  
many  
shades  
of 
courage



While the past year added words like COVID-19,  
Coronavirus and Curfew to our day-to-day vocabulary,  

we prefer to think of it as the year of COURAGE.

The COURAGE 
to try new things and be creative

to change and grow

to turn challenges into opportunities

to be optimistic

of our donors who never ceased to believe 
they could make an impact

of our communities who stood together  
and of course 

the everyday COURAGE
of our patients and families.

We can now look to the future with confidence, 
as we count on the many faces of courage.

Discover, in the next few pages, how courage kept us 
going strong and focused with conviction on our vision.



Change has been a large part of  
the Teresa Dellar Palliative Care 
Residence over the years, and this 
past year has been no exception –  
if not a record! While our name 
changed to honour Teresa Dellar, our 
co-founder and Executive Director 
for 16 years who passed away in 
August 2019, our core mission  
— providing quality palliative care  
for patients and their loved ones — 
remains the same. That said, much 
happened behind the scenes to ensure 
our continued standard of care.

We all feel strongly about the 
importance of maintaining our 
approach to palliative care no matter 
what, and everyone amazingly came 
through again this year, despite 
everything. The pandemic helped  
us be thankful for what we have  
— dedicated employees, devoted 
volunteers and loyal supporters —  
while steering the course in an 
ever-changing environment.

Our Caring & Sharing — Under One 
Roof capital campaign to consolidate 
our two sites and house the Montreal 
Institute for Palliative Care came  
to an end in September 2020, after 
reaching an outstanding result of 
$14.6 million. This amazing response 
from our donors allowed us to 
complete a 30,000 square foot 
extension and to renovate our 
original facility enabling us to bring 
our 23 beds together under one roof.

The pandemic heightened the 
importance of making sure our 
patients are comfortable, have 
dignity and can be together with 
their loved ones as they take their 
final journey. To honour this 
commitment, we never faltered and 
our donors were right by our side. 
They continued to give and to give 
generously. They supported all  
our reimagined fundraising events  
and responded to our direct mail 
campaigns in record numbers.  

They understood the role they play 
in making sure that quality palliative 
care is available to the community. 
And we can’t thank them enough.

In addition to coming together 
physically as one team and adapting 
to our larger footprint, our 
employees and volunteers made 
great strides in a pandemic 
constrained world. They were truly  
in ‘solutions mode.’ We particularly 
salute the tremendous effort and 
resilience demonstrated by our 
frontline team. We are in awe when 
we look at all that they were able to 
do to make sure we could seamlessly 
provide the care and home-like 
environment our patients and 
families deserve.

From the warmth and special 
touches integrated into all the new 
spaces, to the creative tablet and 
patio visits to facilitate those vital 
human connections, to the beauty 
and serenity added through music, 
art and plant life, to the everyday 
extraordinary bedside care, to 
remodeled events, activities and 
community outreach, and much 
more… all this kept us who and what 
we are. 

Today, we celebrate those amazing 
accomplishments made possible 
thanks to the generosity of our 
donors and supporters, and the 
commitment of our team. We are 
proud of the hallmark of our care 
which holds true, our purpose that 
unites us, and we are so appreciative 
for the past year.

On behalf of our patients and 
families, we thank you sincerely.

Rob and Allen 

What a truly extraordinary year this 
has been, in so many ways! 

It would be impossible not to reflect 
on the past year without first 
acknowledging and commemorating 
the far too many people who 
succumbed to COVID-19, and their 
families as they try to come to terms 
with this tragic outcome. Behind 
every statistic reported is a heart-
wrenching story and untold grieving.

Reflecting on our own journey at the 
Residence, courage was evident in 
many ways. In a year of unexpected 
challenges, we witnessed 
tremendous rallying which fostered 
a deep resilience and the gift of 
many lessons. 

Our frontline Clinical Care team  
not only adapted to, but embraced 
change in order to provide a new 
balance of safety and compassion. 
We never stopped offering a unique 
and personalized experience to each 
patient and their loved ones, albeit 
differently in some respects. And we 
did so with the courage of dealing 
with the unknown, not to mention 
the personal pressures that the 
pandemic placed on everyone. We 
continued to deliver extraordinary 

care and experiences while 
surrounded by uncertainty — always 
with a smile behind the mask, a 
human touch beyond the gloves, and 
communication beyond the physical. 
We also found new ways to be 
inclusive and to help people connect 
in a world of restrictions.

The pandemic enabled us to think 
outside the box and reimagine the 
possibilities for the Residence.  
We felt supported through our  
many “courageous pivots.”  
Also extraordinary in these 
unprecedented times was the 
unwavering generosity of our donors 
and supporters. They remained 
steadfast despite their own 
pandemic turbulence. We feel 
privileged. More than ever, we 
experienced the power of our 
community, with their own courage 
as they responded by looking out  
for others. 

Drawing inspiration from this 
support and confidence, we felt 
empowered to continue to do great 
things. We pushed forward with 
many tributes to honour Teresa, not 
the least of which was the renaming 
of the Residence, the completion  
of our consolidation project and  
the closing of our highly successful 
capital campaign – all the while 
keeping our patients and families  
at the forefront. 

Whether onsite, working remotely  
or waiting patiently at home for 
volunteering activities to resume, 
our employees and volunteers 
continued to brainstorm and fuel 
ideas. We looked out for each other 
and strengthened our lines of 

communication. We found many 
new ways to do what we have 
always done, some of which we  
will carry forward into the future 
because they are just great ways to 
be better. By the end of the year, we 
had welcomed back 120 volunteers 
to help us deliver our essential 
services and fundraising events.  
I look forward to the day when  
we will be able to welcome back 
everyone into the Residence and 
provide all of our services.

I salute and thank our patients and 
their loved ones who exemplify 
courage and inspire us every day.  
I am confident that no matter what 
is in store on this last leg of our 
marathon we all share, they will 
experience their journey with 
dignity, compassion and the peace 
of mind that they so deserve. 

I am grateful for all that we have 
accomplished and remain deeply 
appreciative of our employees, 
volunteers, and community of 
supporters for making a difference 
every day with courage and pride. 

Thank you.

Dale Weil  
Executive Director

Facing  
Challenges with  
Courage

Continuity  
Amidst  
the  
Headwinds

Rob Havill  
President – Foundation Board  

Allen Van der Wee 
President – Operations Board
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Celebrating  
Teresa

A Cohesive Base
Our co-founder Teresa is no longer with us, but her philosophy and passion 
remain in everything we do. She is our guiding light. This year, the Teresa 
Dellar Tribute Committee, comprised of employees, volunteers and Board 
members, was very active implementing a few of the many suggestions it 
received to honour Teresa’s legacy.

Below is a glimpse of some of the commemorative initiatives, all of which were 
made possible thanks to the wonderful Residence family and community. 

June 9, 2020
Established annual  
scholarships in Teresa’s  
name for nursing students  
in perpetuity at McGill University 
and Université de Montréal.

August 21, 2020
Unveiled a commemorative  
bench, located in the main  
entrance. The Lutyens-style  
bench was made using Brazilian 
walnut and took one hundred  
hours to craft. 

November 2020
Published a Tribute to Teresa for  
the 30th anniversary newsletter  
of the Association québécoise  
de soins palliatifs - AQSP  
(Quebec Association of Palliative 
Care). This special edition was 
entitled, The People who  
Changed the Face of Palliative  
Care in Québec.

September 10, 2020
Inaugurated the Teresa Dellar  
Palliative Care Residence.  
The name change honours  
Teresa’s work bringing palliative  
care to the community, 20 years  
of inspirational, caring leadership  
and reinforces her vision and  
values that will continue to live on.  
A commemorative rock, engraved  
with the new name, was unveiled  
in front of the Residence.

June 2020
Created Teresa’s Garden  
in front of the Residence,  
inspired by her favourite  
flowers and colours. The  
English garden has over  
200 plants and 50 species.

October 2020
Unveiled a portrait of Teresa  
painted by Rose Corbeil.  
The portrait is hung above  
the volunteer break room,  
in the Doggone Atrium.

January 2021
Crafted and produced a sun  
catcher called “Teresa’s Heart”, 
which is hung in the window  
of each patient room. 

January 2021
Launched Teresa’s life story  
in a bilingual 50-page book 
titled Teresa Dellar: A Visionary  
in End-of-Life Care.

August 19, 2020
Commemorated the one  
year anniversary of Teresa’s death, 
which included a lunch for onsite 
employees in the dining room,  
lighting of a candle and reading  
of a poem.

The Teresa Dellar Palliative Care Residence is the largest freestanding palliative care residence in the country  
with 23 beds under one roof. We want our patients to live the final chapter of their lives in the best and most fulfilling  
manner possible, with dignity and at peace.

Our Vision 
As a leader, 

•  To be at the forefront of providing 
superior palliative care within the  
community healthcare network. 

•  To promote and support a range  
of services to patients requiring 
palliative care at home, in hospital, 
and at the Teresa Dellar Palliative 
Care Residence. 

•  To ensure that grief support is 
available and to promote it in the 
community. 

•  To serve as a role model and 
resource for other communities 
wishing to organize freestanding 
palliative care residences. 

•  To promote and provide education to 
health professionals and volunteers 
to enhance competence in delivery 
of palliative care services.

•  To promote and provide education 
in the community, to increase  
awareness and to provide 
understanding of the needs of the 
terminally ill and their families. 

•  To continuously improve palliative 
care quality, access and capacity  
through education, knowledge 
exchange and research.

Our Palliative  
Care Philosophy
Our approach allows the natural 
process of death to occur in its own 
time and seeks to make this period 
as comfortable as possible for both 
our patients and their loved ones. 
Our priority is to relieve suffering, 
address expectations and heighten 
the quality of life. Through round-
the-clock nursing care, pain and 
symptom management, counselling 
services and emotional support,  
we help patients and their loved 
ones ease their suffering, have their 
fears acknowledged and live to the 
fullest. This means taking time to 
understand their unique needs  
and priorities and adapting our  
care accordingly. 

Our Team  
Our highly specialized team  
of physicians, nurses and patient  
care attendants is committed  
to providing best-in-class care  
to patients at the end of life.  
Our Supportive Care Team consists 
of social workers, an art therapist, 
and volunteer spiritual care 
counsellors. Additionally, a team  
of trained volunteers provides 
bereavement follow-up services  
to families. All of our services are 
offered free of charge to patients 
and their families.

Our Values

RESPECT 
Act with dignity  

and embrace 
differences

INTEGRITY 
Be honest,  

fair and  
transparent

COMPASSION 
Do everything  
with care and 

kindness

COMMITMENT 
Provide the  

best palliative  
care

TEAMWORK 
Collaborate  
to achieve  
our goals

Our Mission 
To provide active and 

compassionate care in order to 
comfort and support terminally 
ill patients and their loved ones 

and to continue as a leader in 
palliative care within Québec 

and Canada.
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Patients  
at the Centre
We do everything possible to make the ordinary extraordinary for our patients in their final days. While the quality of our 
care is consistent for all, our approach is adapted to each patient’s unique needs and circumstances. With patients at the 
centre of our interprofessional team approach, we are able to support their physical, emotional, social, intellectual and 
spiritual needs. This approach also encompasses supporting families and loved ones through their journeys and beyond.

Clinical Support 
We are grateful to be able to count 
on a Clinical Care team composed  
of highly-specialized experts in pain 
and symptom management at the 
end of life. Our nine physicians and 
38 nurses, with their remarkable 
knowledge and compassion, care  
for our terminally ill patients 
focusing on what matters most  
to them in their last days. 

After the past year, fraught with 
many challenges and changes, the 
Clinical Care team has emerged 
stronger and more united. Thanks  
to their energy and creativity, they 
were able to provide the same level 
of care despite the new operational, 
physical, and psychological realities 
of the pandemic. Our care was 
delivered seamlessly and support 
was adapted to each circumstance. 
With limited visitors allowed on the 
premises, they made good use of 
donated tablets to help patients 
connect with their families, sometimes 
in other cities or countries — a 
successful practice we will maintain 
going forward. Our patios outside 
each patient room enabled additional 
visitors to have that special, essential 
contact with their loved ones, at a 
safe physical distance.

Sharing the Smile
The team revamped some of their 
own ways to communicate with 
patients as their personal protective 
equipment (PPE) limits facial 
expressions and human touch.  
They didn’t hesitate to take 
advantage of the “Share the Smile 
behind the PPE” program and took 
pictures of everyone who works at 
the bedside. They then added a 
photograph of their entire face to  
a lanyard that they each wear so 
patients and families can see their 
smiling faces during their stay with 
us. This really made a difference for 
our patients – who felt an additional 
and more personal connection.

Continuously Evolving 
Medical and Nursing Practices
In May 2020, we adjusted our 
medical leadership framework by 
appointing two Medical Directors: 
Dr. Sylvie Bouchard and Dr. Elena 
Neamt. We are pleased to have these 
experienced and complementary 
leaders share this critical role which 
includes ensuring the continued best 
medical practice in palliative care, 
continuity and coverage of our 
physician services, recruitment and 
continuous education. Their mandate 
also includes student rotations, 
research for continuous improvement 
and they serve as medical 
representatives of the Residence 
with other stakeholders, all to the 
benefit of our patients, families and 
the extended community.

In addition, we established a Nursing 
Practice Committee made up of five 
nurses from different shifts and 
levels of experience. The purpose of 
this committee is to create a forum 
to discuss issues and challenges and 
to develop solutions. The initiative is 
nurse-driven and has already helped 
tremendously in continuing to 
evolve and adapt our practice.

Supportive Care
When the pandemic hit, the 
Supportive Care team quickly 
mobilized to find ways to adapt  
their services. In the midst of the 
crisis, when visitor restrictions  
were at their most stringent, our 
Supportive Care team staffed  
a hotline for family members to  
get updates on their loved ones. 

Bereavement Support 
The Residence provides a variety  
of support services for family 
members including calls from 
trained bereavement volunteers, 
professional counselling, grief 
support groups and literature about 
grief. Bereavement support is also 
offered in workshops for children 
and young adults. Support groups 
are available to any person living  
in the community, whether or not 
they have a previous relationship 
with the Residence.

In 2020-2021, we had to almost 
exclusively resort to phone and 
virtual support due to restrictions  
on visitors. At first, the team  
was apprehensive about offering 
bereavement support in ways other 
than in person, but were pleased  
to discover that people who were 
grieving welcomed and appreciated 
support however it was provided. 
The team also recognized that online 
access was practical and valuable  
for individuals with reduced mobility 
or living outside of the greater 
Montreal area. These learnings  
will be integrated going forward.

Art and Music
Art and music are always part of  
the experience we offer to patients 
and families, and the relief, beauty 
and peacefulness they bring took  
on an even more important role  
this past year.

Although the art therapist couldn’t 
make full use of our new art studio 
and children’s room due to pandemic 
constraints, she was very resourceful 
in organizing different activities  
and legacy projects with family 

members. Markers were purchased 
for patio door art and last year you 
could often see rainbows, kisses  
and drawings, done lovingly for our 
patients. Not only did this artwork 
give encouragement, it created  
a connection and provided added 
comfort for our patients. Other 
projects were held outside on the 
grounds, patios were decorated  
for birthdays and special events; 
anything to create those precious 
moments that turn into special 
memories.

We used music more than ever  
to lift everyone’s spirits this year. 
Various musical activities, some 
directly in patient rooms, helped 
bring joy and serenity to the 
atmosphere, a welcome addition  
in the absence of the Residence’s 
usual hustle and bustle.

Our Holiday Season celebration took 
place virtually this year; the upside 
was that every patient in every room 
was able to participate using tablets 
– and were able to benefit from the 
beautiful message and music that 
was performed by volunteers.

“Words cannot express the gratitude we have for all of you who cared for our husband  
and father William. Though the hurt and sadness is still fresh in our heart and minds,  

we take comfort in knowing that wonderful people like you exist in this world.  
Thank you to all at the Teresa Dellar Palliative Care Residence who touched  

our William and took such good care of him in his final days.”

– The Bertshmann Family

Our Interdisciplinary Care Team

Physicians
Nurse  

Manager

 
Registered 

Nurses

Licensed 
Practical  
Nurses

Patient Care 
Attendants

Social  
Workers

Art  
Therapist

9
1027 131 12
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Operating Differently
As in all sectors of the Residence,  
the year was unprecedented on the 
operations front. We maintained 
only our essential, core services, 
while respecting our palliative  
care philosophy and evolving our 
supporting operational processes. 
We had to gear up with additional 
personal protective equipment,  
learn to adjust to ever-changing 
government restrictions, send most 
of our administrative employees 
home to work remotely, and 
increase security. Throughout these 
challenges, we were thankfully able 
to maintain our quality of care. 

Take a Virtual Tour
With new and renovated wings and 
new spaces to work in, we optimized 
and streamlined how we care for our 
patients and their families. We 
placed a strong focus on our larger 
kitchen, our new maintenance 
structure and processes, our health 
and safety and security needs and 
how they all related to our larger, 
consolidated building.

This year, since we couldn’t hold an 
official inauguration ceremony for 
our fabulous new facility and gather 
together in person to welcome and 
thank our generous donors and 
supporters who helped make it a 
reality, we produced and launched  
a Virtual Tour of the Residence. As 
you take the Virtual Tour, you will  
see that while our consolidated 
facility is now larger, it still has that 
home-like feeling. We worked hard 
to harmonize the new and original 
wings and created beautiful spaces, 
furnished and decorated to provide  
a warm and tasteful environment  
for our patients and their families. 
Among the new spaces are an art 
studio, a children’s room, a second 
nursing station, a volunteer room,  
an indoor healing garden, a 
reflection room, and a learning 
centre with videoconferencing 
capabilities and seating for up to  
75 people onsite. With the help of 
our volunteer gardeners and donors 
who provided plants, supplies and 
labour, we also created beautiful new  
exterior gardens and landscaping.

Art for Healing
The beneficial effects of art, whether 
creating it or viewing others’ art, are 
widely known. And in the difficult 
circumstances surrounding illness 
and suffering, its healing power  
can be even further appreciated.

Art has always had a special place  
at the Residence. In an effort to 
enhance our new environment with 
beauty and colour, we partnered 
with the Art for Healing Foundation 
who curated 35 pieces of art donated 
by 13 well-known artists, including 
some from the West Island. The 
Foundation also worked with us to 
lovingly incorporate the Residence’s 
existing art collection throughout 
the entire building.

The Art for Healing Foundation  
is a Montreal-based non-profit 
organization whose mission is to 
bring the healing power of art to 
hospitals and wellness facilities, 
transforming public and patient 
areas into inspiring environments 
that encourage a sense of serenity 
and hope for patients, their families, 
and healthcare providers.

A Facility Built on  
Community Generosity
Launched in 2018, our Caring & Sharing — Under One Roof capital campaign concluded in September 2020, raising  
$14.6 million for the Residence to support the community with quality palliative care. This incredible result was well 
over our original objective and literally transformed the Residence through philanthropy. Each and every individual, 
foundation and corporation who contributed to our campaign will be forever embodied in the bricks and mortar of  
our consolidated facility.   
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Sources of Referrals

*Non-cancer diagnoses include, but are not limited to, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, kidney disease, dementia and cardiovascular disease.

Patient Care  
in Numbers

beds 24 hours  
a day, 7 days  

a week

 admissions  
this year

admissions  
since 2002

The Residence

23 4,958  26424/7

admissions deaths  discharges

2021 Patients Stats

264 3249

18 days
Average length  

of stay

Length of Stay  
2020-2021
34%  0-5 days 

14%  6-10 days

25% 11-20 days

10% 21-30 days

 6% 31-40 days

	 3%	  41-50 days

 8% 51 + days

First  
Language
64%  English 

21%  French

	 5% French or English

	 3% Italian

 7% Other

75%  Cancer
25%  Non-cancer*

84%  Cancer
16%  Non-cancer*

Diagnosis

2019-2020 2020-2021

2020-2021

62% Hospital
35%  Home/CLSC
   3%  Other
  (Palliative care facility,  

LTCF, other)

53% Hospital
41%  Home/CLSC
   6%  Other
  (Palliative care facility,  

LTCF, other)

2019-2020

https://youtu.be/hjNR5JXLyAk


Education  
and Community  
Outreach  
Champions

The Compassionate Gift

Created in May 2018, the Montreal Institute for Palliative Care is a branch  
of the Teresa Dellar Palliative Care Residence that embodies the same  
overall philosophy and vision.

The Institute is the Residence’s way of making sure that more people benefit 
from palliative care, using and sharing its own experience, while learning from 
external best practices for its own evolution. From demystifying what palliative 
care is, to helping communities and other care settings understand how to 
improve their own practices, the Institute strives to engage and mobilize 
various stakeholders to become key advocates and active participants in this 
care model.

More specifically, the Institute works to improve palliative care capacity, 
capability and quality to benefit our community and further the Residence  
as a Centre of Excellence. Its priorities are centered on:

•  educational programs for students, healthcare professionals  
(internal and external) and the general public;

•  knowledge exchange with customized programs for organizations  
and communities;

•  research to continuously improve the patient/family experience.

Re-Thinking the Person-Based Approach
The year 2020 started off with great hope and with a long list of in-person 
training and community outreach activities. But when COVID-19 struck, the 
Institute team quickly changed gears and reinvented its approach to continue 
to reach out to volunteers, employees and the community.

They held many Zoom meetings with volunteers and employees eager  
to stay connected and to interact with one another. Navigating with pandemic 
restrictions, they also adapted the ways in which they interacted with 
community members, using online platforms to successfully host workshops 
and knowledge exchange meetings throughout the year. In fact, online 
platforms allowed them to reach people from other provinces, and facilitated 
access to some community caregivers who might not otherwise have been 
able to attend their activities due to the challenges of home caregiving.  
As such, they are considering maintaining a hybrid online and in-person 
approach to education for the year to come. Despite COVID-19, 30 residents 
and medical students completed rotations; about three times historical levels.

Volunteers are an essential part  
of who we are. They make such a 
difference by providing care, serving 
meals, keeping the Residence homey 
and beautiful and doing the little 
things that mean so much, all with a 
cheery spirit and a warm smile. What 
they give of themselves with their 
dedication and their time is priceless.

We started the year with 232 active 
volunteers who did onsite shifts in all 
areas of the Residence and assisted 
with fundraising events. Then, the 
pandemic forced us to send 
everybody home from March to July 
to keep them, ourselves and our 
vulnerable patient population safe.

Fortunately, our volunteer 
bereavement callers were unaffected 
by the restrictions and our 
approximately 15 garden volunteers 
continued throughout the spring and 
summer as they worked outdoors 
and could remain physically 
distanced from one another.

In August, after determining  
our needs, we started welcoming 
volunteers back to cover essential 
services, namely reception, kitchen, 
meal service activities, laundry as 
well as plant care and facility support. 
We also had over 30 volunteers  
help with our very successful golf 
tournament and Gourmet Dinner 
and Wine Auction events. In March 
2021, we were up to 85 “active” 
volunteers who maintained weekly 
schedules with us and including up 
to 120 for fundraising event support.

Needless to say, communication was 
key this year to continue to engage 
those who were on "sabbatical."  
We touched base with all volunteers 
on a regular basis, through personal 
phone calls and virtual meetings, 
and created the Young at Heart 
group for those affected by the ‘over 
age 70’ public health restriction. We 
are truly grateful for the commitment 
our volunteers demonstrate to the 
Residence and how eager they are to 
contribute. They are an integral part 
of our team and we look forward to 
the day when we are able to see 
them all in person again.

Up & Down
Virginia McGrath, a reception and 
meal service volunteer, feels this 
past year was a bit like a roller 
coaster ride. 

“After I retired in 2019, I needed to 
keep busy so I started volunteering 
at the Residence at reception.  
When the pandemic hit, it was  
very disappointing to be sent home.  
I missed the human contact. But  
the Residence did a very good job of 
explaining the reasons behind their 
decisions and keeping us in the loop 
through Zoom meetings. When  
I was called back mid-August, I was 
thrilled! This reintegration was 
handled very gradually and safely 
for everyone. Even if it is limited for 
now, I love the contact I have with 
patients, families and employees 
through the meal service. I look 
forward to more interaction when 
all this passes.”

A Warm Blanket Amidst the Turmoil
For Marie-José Royal, reception and kitchen volunteer, when you enter  
the Residence, you immediately feel like a warm blanket has been placed  
on your shoulders – a calming, soothing feeling for both patients and  
families as well as those who work or volunteer there. This year’s blanket  
may have been a different colour… but was always there, nonetheless.

“I was amazed at the strong solidarity I felt among team members  
this year. With the facility in transformation and the ever-changing 
government directives, the timely sharing of information was critical,  
and we never missed a beat. I felt we had an added responsibility at 
reception, as the protectors of those inside our walls, and we received  
all the extra support we needed to carry out this duty.

Once the pandemic is over, I will be happy to see the new building come to life 
and be filled with all the human warmth our patients and families deserve.”

“I was amazed  
at the strong 

solidarity I felt 
among team 
members.”

“I love the  
contact I have  
with patients.”
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The Residence receives one third of its operational budget of $5.8 million from 
the Québec government. For the remaining two thirds of the annual budget, 
just over $3.8 million, we rely on philanthropic gifts. Each and every person, 
foundation, association and corporation who has so generously donated 
funds, time and gifts-in-kind has enabled our nurses, patient care attendants, 
doctors, social workers and art therapist to deliver excellent care allowing our 
patients to die with dignity and in peace. The Teresa Dellar Palliative Care 
Residence Foundation is tasked with raising the funds required to provide  
all our care and services free of charge. The Foundation Board of Directors 
ensures that the fundraising strategy addresses and evolves with the 
Residence’s needs and through best practices, contributes to the success  
of the Residence’s financial sustainability. 

This year with the pandemic has been like no other – our lives have changed  
in many ways, from small restrictions to our personal lives to greater global 
impacts. Yet in the face of all this change, our community has been there and 
has given a sense of certainty to our patients, their families and to our staff 
and volunteers. So many donors stepped up this year, with multi-year major 
gift commitments, annual direct mail campaign donations, or as first-time 
supporters. Together, they all contributed to ensuring the Residence’s future 
and to maintaining the high level of care and services provided to patients and 
their loved ones.  

Thanks to the determination and creativity of the fundraising team, we held 
all of our flagship events – albeit differently – and our donors showed up  
and participated in full force. Even during these uncertain times, they 
demonstrated their steadfast commitment to quality palliative care with 
remarkable generosity. 

Our community of donors and supporters truly make an impact on everything 
we do at the Residence. Because of their incredible and unwavering support, 
we are able to carry out our mission and focus on the well-being of our 
patients and families. 

Planned Giving:  
The Cornerstone  
of the Future
Philanthropy is the building block of 
the future of the Residence. Thanks 
to loyal donors like Anna Pizzi and 
her spouse Helene Demers, who 
have included the Residence in their 
Wills, our Clinical Care team can 
continue to provide best-in-class 
care to our patients and their 
families, now and in the years ahead.

To acknowledge and celebrate 
forward-thinking donors like those 
who have included the Residence in 
their Will, or in their estate plans, we 
renamed our planned giving Legacy 
Society this year to The Teresa Dellar 
Legacy Society. 

“Being a part of the community and 
giving back is important to both of 
us. Helene volunteers for NOVA and 
I have been a volunteer in the 
kitchen at the Residence almost 
three years. I am proud to be a part 
of the history of the Residence as a 
donor, and to be a part of the daily 
life by providing delicious and 
nutritious meals to patients. We are 
both proud to know that as 
members of the Teresa Dellar 
Legacy Society, we are ensuring 
that the Residence will be here 
when people need it most, for many 
years to come.”

Going Above  
and Beyond
Glenn Watt, CFO of Tenaquip, is a 
member of the extended family of 
the Residence. As a West Islander, he 
and his family have been consistent 
donors for years. When his mother 
needed palliative care and was 
admitted to the Residence, Glenn 
was “so grateful that she was able 
to spend the last few months of her 
life in such a caring and 
compassionate environment.”

Over the years, Glenn has always 
stepped up and has helped to raise 
hundreds of thousands of dollars for 
the Residence’s number one priority: 
caring for people at the end of their 
lives. Yet again this past year, when 
we needed it most, Glenn, his family 
and The Tenaquip Foundation set an 
example for others and ramped up 
their generous support as a major 
donor, while significantly increasing 
their support and participation in all 
of our reimagined events. 

Our Young 
Ambassadors Make  
a Comeback
After a hiatus, the Young 
Ambassadors Committee made  
a successful return this year. With  
a mandate to educate their young 
adult peer group about the 
importance of palliative care, they 
organize community events that 
raise both funds and awareness  
for the cause. 

Their two Virtual Pub Quizzes  
raised	over	$16,000	for	the	
Residence. It’s fantastic to see this 
engagement start early because 
they are the future! 

You can find our Young Ambassadors 
on social media (Instagram or 
Facebook) @tdpcr.ya

Consistent  
Giving  
Makes it  
all Possible

“I am proud 
to be a part of 

the history of the 
Residence.”

Total donated 
this year: 

$3,76M

THANK 
YOU!

Thousands 
of dollars 

raised for caring 
for people at 

the end of 
their lives.

It’s fantastic 
to see this 

engagement 
start early 

because they are 
the future!
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2020-2021 Community Events
Beaconsfield Men’s Slo Pitch  |  Butterfly Release  |  Fabrique St-Luc  |  Gord Paterson #SweatySweats  

Kirkland Oldtimers  |  Local supporting Locals Comedy Extravaganza  |  Royal Canadian Legion Pointe-Claire #57 
Young Ambassadors (Pub Quiz—Halloween and St. Patrick’s Day)

Event Sponsors
ADSS  |  Anne Myles  |  Block Bindings & Interlinings  |  Bristol Myers Squibb  |  Broccolini  |  Charles River 
City of Pointe-Claire  |  Dan & Elizabeth Gleeson  |  Delmar International  |  Hagen Group  |  John Bergevin 

Merck Canada  |  Mint Green Group  |  Nancy and Stephen Molson  |  National Bank  |  Novartis  |  Pfizer Canada 
Quinn Sport Management  |  Roxboro Excavation  |  TASK  |  The Tenaquip Foundation  |  Voluntas Commemoration

10th Annual
Golf Tournament |

Royal Montreal Golf Club
August	31,	2020
230 participants

17th Annual
Gourmet Dinner
& Wine Auction |

In-Home Experience
November	21,	2020

71 gourmet  
baskets for two

(or 142 participants)

22nd Annual
Valentine’s Ball
‘Show the Love’
Virtual Edition
February	12,	2021

200 gourmet  
packages for two

(or 400 participants)

4th Annual
Course pour la

Compassion
Held virtually on

September	26,	2020 
Over 280 participants

Thank You Financial Report

$373,000
net raised $545,000

net raised

$107,000
record net

raised
$83,000
net raised

2020-2021 2019-2020
Revenues $ $

Government Funding  2,014,740  1,995,386 
COVID Federal CEWS Funding* 759,359 –
Fundraising Events  1,380,134  1,767,120 
Fundraising Campaigns  614,623  540,738 
Major Gifts and General Donations  2,364,259  1,756,756 
In Memoriams 256,018   313,402  
Montreal Institute for Palliative Care 482,418   531,991  
Other – 500,000
Investment Income (including change in market value)** 

Realized  209,699   227,170  
Unrealized  928,529   (363,198) 

 1,138,228   (136,028) 
 9,009,779    7,269,365   

Expenditures
Nursing Care  2,365,276  2,328,398 
Building & Amortization  1,337,034  591,257 
Rent & Accomodations-Stillview Pavillion  –  775,097 
Bereavement & Psychosocial  202,711  200,418 
Outreach programs/Admissions  34,933  43,979 
Kitchen - André-Brunet  264,494  190,928 
Medical Supplies  108,836  28,016 
Education & Development  5,185  17,722 
Administration & Communications  1,460,542  1,127,272 
Montreal Institute for Palliative Care  482,418  531,991 
Scholarships and Other Tribute Initiatives  92,222  155,647 
Donor Development & Fundraising  771,041  973,638 

 7,124,692  6,964,363 
Excess of Revenues over Expenditures  1,885,087  305,002 

2020-2021 2019-2020
Assets $ $

Cash and Term Deposits  2,618,936  2,190,185 
Mutual Funds at Fair Market Value  6,270,981  5,176,213 
Amounts Receivable  587,783  292,010 
Prepaid Expenditures  60,810  47,998 
Capital Assets  14,530,411  13,063,306 

 24,068,921  20,769,712 
Liabilities

Trade Payables & Other Operating Liabilities  773,776  936,337 
Capital Lease  50,793  116,170 

Long-term Debt  3,788,390  3,363,018 
Deferred Government Assistance  350,610 –
Deferred Revenue   8,742,317   7,876,239 

 13,705,886  12,291,764 
Net Assets

Endowment Fund –
Capital Fund  2,311,603  2,311,400 
Operating Fund (Internally restricted)  27,131  119,353 
Operating Fund (Unrestricted)  8,024,301  6,047,195 

 10,363,035  8,477,948 

Statement of Combined Operations  
(Fiscal Years Ending March 31st) 

Statement of Combined Financial Position 
(As at March 31st) 

* Canada Emergency Wage Subsidy. ** Large fluctuation due to unrealized gains/losses as financial statements reflect market values as at March 31st.

Sources of Operating  
Funds 2020-2021
26%  Major Gifts and  

General Donations 

23%  Events and Campaigns

22%  Government

13% Investment

	 8% CEWS*

 5%  Montreal Institute  
for Palliative Care

	 3% In Memoriams

Uses of Operating  
Funds 2020-2021 
42%  Direct Patient Care

	20%  Administration  
and Communications

19%  Facilities

11%   Donor Development  
and Fundraising

	 7%  Montreal Institute  
for Palliative Care

	 1%  Scholarships and Other  
Tribute Initiatives
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2020-2021 Governance 

Operations Board of Directors
President
Allen Van der Wee
Consulting Advisor,  
Commercial effectiveness  
in healthcare

Vice President
Dawn Svoronos
Retired pharmaceutical 
executive and current 
corporate director for  
public companies in the 
bio pharmaceutical 
industry

Treasurer
Phillip	Gattola,	CPA,	CA
Chief Financial Officer,
I-D Foods Corporation / 
Tantrum Corporation

Secretary
Jennifer Zerczy
Senior Vice President,  
Legal and Regulatory 
Affairs, McKesson Canada  

Honorary Member  
and	Co-Founder	
Russell Williams
Senior Vice President, 
Mission Diabetes Canada

Executive Director  
and	Co-Founder	–	 
In memoriam 
Teresa	Dellar,	 
M.S.C.,	MSW,	PSW,	FT

Executive Director
Dale Weil

Directors

Michael Ankcorn
Consulting Advisor, 
Life Sciences 

Jean-Marc	Brousseau	
President, Laboxy 

Karine	Grand’Maison,	
LL.L.,	LL.B.	
Senior Legal Counsel, 
Pfizer Canada 

Dickson Jay 
President, PaymentFlo 

Geoffrey	Kelley	

Lorraine La France 

Director and President  
of the Foundation Board
Robert Havill
Partner,
TURN8 Partners

Foundation Board of Directors 
President
Robert Havill
Partner, TURN8 Partners

Past President
Rhonda O’Gallagher

Vice President 
Kerri Elkas
Senior Manager,
Corporate Affairs
Viatris Inc.

Treasurer
Janice	Murray,	CPA,	CA

Secretary
Caroline	Tison,	MBA,	FICB
Executive Director,
Canadian Pension
& Benefits Institute

Executive Director  
and	Co-Founder	–	 
In memoriam 
Teresa	Dellar,	 
M.S.C.,	MSW,	PSW,	FT

Executive Director
Dale Weil

Directors

Cynthia Di Lullo
Oncology Business  
Unit Lead,
Pfizer Canada

Ted Fletcher
Founder,
Mint Green Group

James	Hindley,	C.I.B.
President,
Hindley Financial Services

Yolande James
Commentator,
RDI and CBC

Denis Malo
Partner, TURN8 Partners

Francis Martel 
Senior Commercial 
Account Manager,
National Bank

Rick Pattee

Fred Steer

Linda	Ward	O’Farrell,	
CHRL,	SCERP,	SCGMP	
President,
Ward O’Farrell Consultants

Director and President  
of the Operations Board
Allen Van der Wee
Consulting Advisor,  
Commercial effectiveness 
in healthcare 

Honorary Member  
and	Co-Founder
Russell Williams
Senior Vice President,
Mission Diabetes Canada

Montreal Institute for Palliative Care  
Advisory Committee
Chair 
Bernard	J.	Lapointe,	MD
Palliative Care, McGill University
Associate Professor, Department
of Oncology & Family Medicine,
McGill University, Physician for
the Division of Supportive Care
and Palliative Care, CIUSSS
West Central Montreal 

Members 

Doris	Barwich,	MD,	CCFP(PC)
Director, BC Centre for Palliative 
Care, Vancouver, BC 

Maryse	Bouvette,	 
RN,	BSc,	N.	MEd,	CONC	(C),	
CHPCN	(C)	
Retired Palliative Care Nurse
Gatineau, QC

Justine	Farley,	MD	
General Practitioner
in Palliative Care
Montreal, QC

Vratislav	Hadrava,	 
MD,	PhD	
Vice President & Medical
Director – Pfizer Canada
Montreal, QC

Christopher	MacKinnon,	PhD	
Psychologist, Co-Founder
and Director of Training,
Mont Royal Psychology,
Faculty Lecturer,
Department of Oncology,
McGill University
Montreal, QC

Lynne	McVey,	RN,	MSc	
President and CEO, Centre
intégré universitaire de santé
et de services sociaux de
L’Ouest-de-l’Île-de-Montréal
Associate Professor,
Faculty of Medicine,
McGill University
Montreal, QC

Rosemary	O’Grady,	RN,	MN
Director of Nursing,
Maison St-Raphaël
Montreal, QC

Jean	Pelletier,	MO,	FCMF	
Professeur agréé de clinique
Chef de Département médecine
générale du CIUSSS
Verdun Hospital
Montreal, QC 

David	Kenneth	Wright,	 
RN,	PhD,	CHPCN(C)	
Assistant Professor
School of Nursing
Faculty of Health Sciences,
University of Ottawa
Ottawa, ON

Honorary Members 

Sharon Baxter 
Consultant 

James	Downar,	 
MDCM,	MHSc,	FRCPC	
Head, Division of Palliative Care, 
University of Ottawa
Department of Critical Care,  
The Ottawa Hospital
Associate Professor, Divisions of 
Palliative Care and Critical Care,  
University of Ottawa

Balfour	Mount,	MD

We are grateful to our Board members who dedicate their time and knowledge  
voluntarily to ensure the Residence successfully continues to operate and evolve.
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PalliativeCareResidence.com

https://residencesoinspalliatifs.com/en/
https://www.instagram.com/TeresaDellarpalliativecare/
https://twitter.com/PalliativeRes
https://www.linkedin.com/company/west-island-palliative-care-residence/?viewAsMember=true
https://www.facebook.com/teresadellarpalliativecareresidence
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCVreXN5-pRMHlGoxDI89i7A?view_as=subscriber

